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Introduction to Your Soul Guide 
As the planets move through the Heavens in their individual orbits they form angles to the 
positions the planets occupied at the time of your birth. This report interprets the way these 
planetary movements effect you as an individual, and explains how they influence your 
relationships, your attitudes, and your life as a whole. It will also provide guidance as to how you 
can make the most of your opportunities when they arise, as well as helping you to maximise 
your strengths, and minimise your weaknesses.  
Understanding your report 
                  
Your Year or Month Soul Guide analyses the effects of these planetary movements, and indicates 
Keyphrases and Themes, as well as Possible Encounters.  
Repeating waves of influence will appear as repeated interpretations in the report. This is a 
natural and regular occurrence.  
Important  
Timing: Planetary influences can be felt for days - or even months - before and after the dates 
provided, depending on the intensity of the transits. The accuracy of your given birth time will 
also affect the timing of the interpretations, especially in relation to your Ascendant, Midheaven 
and Moon. Therefore, if you are unsure of your exact birth time, less attention should be paid to 
interpretations relating to your Ascendant, Midheaven and Moon as these can be reliable only if 
the time you give is precise.

 
 

Transiting ae your natal s
Keyphrases: Clear Feelings - Equilibrium - Understanding Needs - Inner Calm 
This is an excellent time for getting in touch with both yourself and others. This is because you 
now experience an optimum balance between what you want and need, between what you think 
and feel. So you are more than usually able to see things in a healthy light, with a minimum of 
misunderstanding. Seeing eye to eye, creating agreements or settling disputes is also favoured. 
Moreover, problems arising from childhood traumas may be successfully explored and set on the 
road to resolution.

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 2 June 2009

Transiting f q your natal d
Key Phrases: Loving Thoughts - Sweet Words - Artistic Perception - Eye for Value 
The poet, writer, artist or diplomat is now strong in you, so with any situation that requires a way 
with words, you're the one for the job! People or things that please and interest you are now 
likely to appear on the scene, so gatherings and shopping trips are well starred - 
notwithstanding, as usual, any contrary planetary influences possibly active at this time. 

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 3 June 2009
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Transiting f r your natal +
Keyphrases: Home/Work Conflicts - Spread A Little Happiness 
Love and social life is now inclined to get in the way of your professional or domestic concerns. A 
case of business and pleasure not mixing, you could say. This could just be a passing thing, or 
then again it could be something more weighty and important, making itself felt. Being diplomatic 
and as pleasant as possible to whoever you have dealings with is the best course now.

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 2 June 2009

Transiting hy your natal d
Significance: This is a mild influence, and you probably need to apply some conscious effort in 
order to reap its benefits. 
Key Phrases: Increased Knowledge - Seeing Ahead - Happy Talk - Work Improvement 
Theme: Chances to make more of your Mercury Profile through better understanding and 
increased use of your intellectual potentials. 
Any kind of negotiation or strategy can be successfully accomplished or devised under this 
influence. So if there is a point you wish to grasp or convey, a subject you'd like to know more 
about, a journey to make, or a position you want - then now is the time to go for it. This is 
mainly because during this period you have the maximum number of facts at your fingertips, 
plenty of ideas, and a winning way about you. 
Possible Encounters: Job Opportunities - Further Education - Adventure Trips

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009

Transiting je your natal a
Significance: This is a medium-strength influence that allows you to make progress with relative 
ease and support. It rewards past efforts. 
Keyphrases: Running Smoothly - Healthy Will - Steady Living - Groundwork 
Theme: Opportunities to be practical and objective with regard to your Sun Profile, thereby 
consolidating your position. 
Whatever needs stability and working upon in your life, now is the time to apply yourself to it, for 
at present you are more patient and disciplined than usual, and likely to synchronize your 
activities with those in positions of influence and authority. You can now be the 'well-oiled 
machine' that gets things done efficiently and on time. Any difficulties are simply taken in your 
stride. 
Possible Encounters: Responsible Individuals - Helpful Elders - Recognition 

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 27 June 2009
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Transiting jy your natal K
Significance: This is a mild influence, and you probably need to apply some conscious effort in 
order to reap its benefits. 
  
Keyphrases: Stabilizing Changes - Establishing Freedom - Old Blends with New  
Theme: Opportunities to be practical and objective with regard to your Uranus Profile, enabling 
you to incorporate the unusual or innovative into your life. 
During this period, you are able to see how changes that begun a while ago, are now making 
sense in your life. Also, anything new that you wish to involve yourself with - from studying a 
novel subject to altering your appearance - you can now do without jarring others or feeling 
awkward yourself. You feel comfortable being your own person, and are able to express your 
idiosyncrasies confidently. Being true to yourself is no longer just an ideal, but patently practical. 
Possible Encounters: Worthwhile Causes - Sound Ideas - Well-mixed Age-groups - New 
Solutions to Old Problems

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 26 June 2009

Transiting K y your natal +
Significance: This is a mild influence, and you probably need to apply some conscious effort in 
order to reap its benefits. 
Keyphrases: New Directions - Aspirations Guide Ambitions 
Theme: Opportunities to revolutionize your Midheaven Profile, thus enabling you to align your 
profession with your ideals. 
If you wish to, you may now update your career, in that you have opportunities that offer you the 
chance to do something in life that has more to do with what you like to do, rather than with 
what you usually do or think you ought to do. There is no actual pressure to break away from the 
norm with regard to your professional and personal position - notwithstanding other event - but 
doing so could well help you to clarify your life situation generally, as well as satisfy your heart 
and not just your pocket. This is also a time when you could successfully begin to utilise or work 
in science and technology, or some unusual subject, like astrology. 
Possible Encounters: Innovation - Positive Changes Professionally and/or Domestically 

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009
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Transiting ly your natal d
Significance: This is a mild influence, and you probably need to apply some conscious effort in 
order to reap its benefits. 
Key Phrases: Sensitive Thinking - Heightening Perception - Inspiring Thoughts 
Theme: Opportunities to subtly enhance your Mercury Profile, through finding yourself more able 
to read between the lines, and to be mentally creative. 
Imagination is now the name of the game. If you already use your imagination as part of your 
lifestyle, then you now enjoy a richer and easier creative flow. Your mind resonates beautifully 
with whatever you regard as your source of inspiration. You readily tap into the stream of words, 
images and sounds that fills the pool of artistic divination. And even if you do not usually apply 
some form of creative expression, but have just dabbled or always meant to, now is the time to 
begin doing so, for you will invite encouraging results. Generally speaking, you are now more 
able to find creative solutions to everyday problems. 
On a social or psychological level, this period enables you to perceive more intuitively - and 
therefore more clearly - the thoughts and feelings of others. At the same time, your own 
thoughts and feelings are in harmony rather than at odds with one another. So during this 
period, a healing for yourself and others can occur as a result of this attunement of Heart and 
Mind. 
Possible Encounters: Art/Literature - Psychic Understanding - Subtle comprehension

 
 
From about: 1 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009

Transiting ay your natal f
Keyphrases: Being In Tune - Social Harmony - Making The Peace  
Things are well-starred socially right now, and if there is a love interest, then you can be fairly 
sure that if things are going to go your way at all, they will do so now. Making amends, launching 
any social event, being artistically creative or entertained - these are all liable to go with a swing 
at this time. 

 
 
From about: 4 June 2009 to about: 6 June 2009

Transiting de your natal +
Key Phrases: Home and Business Connections - Knowing Your Pitch  
You now see clearly now how your home and working life are dependent upon each other, and 
are able to balance your interests and investments in these respects. Getting private and 
professional figures and concerns to co-operate comes easier now. You see the whole picture and 
can manage you and yours more efficiently.

 
 
From about: 7 June 2009 to about: 10 June 2009
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Transiting ay your natal ;
Keyphrases: Repairs and Regeneration - Getting to the Bottom of It  
This is a good time to start any regimen, to turn things around, to eliminate anything that has 
been bothering you, or simply to put what's wrong right. You feel a power coursing through you, 
but it is a gentle and sure power - not one that is insisting you express it no matter what. Your 
powers of concentration, and your stamina - be it physical, mental or emotional - are stronger 
than usual, so any demanding activity is better pursued at this time.

 
 
From about: 10 June 2009 to about: 12 June 2009

Transiting ae your natal l
Keyphrases: Going With The Flow - Attuned To Spirit - Creativity and Entertainment 
This is a fine subtle influence, which you could miss unless you are alive to the unseen, mystical 
or imaginative elements of life and your personality. Any kind of creative or spiritual pursuit - 
either active or passive - is well starred under this planetary effect. You are more attuned to 
subtle and emotional vibrations than usual, and possibly sense that struggling with issues only 
prolongs or complicates them. An enjoyable time listening or playing music, communing with 
Nature, or any activity involving the sea, is some of the possibilities right now. 

 
 
From about: 11 June 2009 to about: 13 June 2009

Transiting ae your natal j
Keyphrases: A Sense of Order - Highlighting Discipline and Economy  
You should be functioning well over these few days, so it is good time to get more organised, 
devise a plan, or even embark upon some important undertaking assuming other indications are 
not unfavourable. You are presently more than usually inclined to get down to what needs doing 
without being or feeling side-tracked by issues that do not bear directly on the job in hand. For 
now you are more disposed towards structure and efficiency than you are towards whims or 
sentimentality.

 
 
From about: 12 June 2009 to about: 13 June 2009

Transiting d q your natal h
Key Phrases: Seeing the Whole - Getting a Plan - Philosophical Thinking  
You are now put in touch with all you need to know. However, this can be a double-edge weapon, 
for on the one hand it could find you able to manage various items or activities into an effective 
whole, or on the other hand, find you confused as ideas and conflicting considerations flood your 
mind, giving rise to a 'brain-jam'. Marshalling your thoughts is therefore both the issue and 
Opportunity at present. Ultimately, you are gaining some kind of understanding now, be it about 
something specific or something general.  
Out of this, a philosophical overview can be arrives at, thereby accommodating anything that is 
presently going on in your life. Another possible expression is thinking, speaking and/or acting 
out of a sense of opinion rather than a firm fact. Such succumbing to generalizations posing as 
the truth could set you up for embarrassment or a lot of wasted time, or both, as you bluff and 
exaggerate your way into or out something. So get the facts straight - that is, unless you are 
quite happy to pontificate. Dealing with foreign matters or people could also be an issue now - 
again, worthy of detailed consideration.

 
 
From about: 12 June 2009 to about: 13 June 2009
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Transiting gr your natal s
Hot!
Key Phrases: Stimulating or Attacking Feelings - Protecting your Space 
The feelings that you have been sitting on need to come to the surface now. So feeling irritable 
or fit to burst is quite likely. This as a natural safety valve urging you to unload negative feelings 
such as anger or resentment, and especially those that concern your family and figures or events 
from your past. Being 'reasonable' at this time would be missing the point, for being supposedly 
abiding and well-behaved is what made you swallow your true feelings in the first place. So 
'cough up the bile' and all concerned will feel the healthier and more secure for it eventually. It is 
very important now to make it clear how you feel, but to avoid unnecessary conflict, you must 
make the distinction between a feeling and who or what triggers off that feeling.

 
 
From about: 15 June 2009 to about: 17 June 2009

Transiting ay your natal d
Keyphrases: Working Well - Being On The Case - Making Contacts and Connections  
You work and communicate well now, and are generally on the ball with respect to any matters 
that relate to the daily business of living. You also have a better sense of the pros and cons of 
how you normally go about such things, giving you the opportunity to correct poor attitudes or 
methods, and to capitalise or improve on the good ones.

 
 
From about: 16 June 2009 to about: 18 June 2009

Transiting d q your natal g
Keyphrases: Forceful Words and Thinking - Count To Ten - Getting a Lot Done 
How you experience this influence very much depends upon how sure you are of asserting 
yourself generally. If such can be a weak point for you, then now you are likely to not speak out 
when you should have, or say what was best unsaid, or to say it awkwardly or apparently 
arrogantly. It is as if everything has bells on, and the slightest wrong word or movement sets 
them jangling. Conversely, if you are usually good at asserting yourself, then now you do so even 
more effectively and eloquently. In both cases however, there is a danger of speaking out of turn 
or saying something you come to regret - so try to think before speaking - or acting, for that 
matter.

 
 
From about: 16 June 2009 to about: 17 June 2009

Transiting f r your natal s
Keyphrases: Emotional Discomfort - Discord with/between Females - Let It Be 
This need not necessarily be a difficult time - it can in fact turn out to be quite pleasurable. 
However, there is an inclination for social and domestic needs to get in the way of one another. 
This can also include disharmony on the home front, conflict between mother and lover, or being 
too accommodating and having to pay the price. Inherent in all this though, is a need for peace, 
so that upsets are usually righted quite soon afterwards. Feelings and values may clash, but the 
requirements of security and harmony eventually hold sway.

 
 
From about: 16 June 2009 to about: 18 June 2009
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Transiting d q your natal _
Keyphrases: On The Ball - Getting Around Locally and/or Mentally  
Life is interesting and busy at this time. Useful contacts and stimulating people and subjects 
cross your path. If you have to look anyone or anything up, you are more likely than usual to 
make the right connections, possess good timing. You could also receive a significant 
communication, or even the one you have been waiting for, especially if there are other activities 
occurring that indicate positive events.  

 
 
From about: 17 June 2009 to about: 18 June 2009

Transiting f q your natal a
Key Phrases: Pleasant Living - Creative Awareness - Happy Day - Love Life Issues 
You can now have the classic Venusian experience of or opportunity for love, romance, beauty, 
value or anything else that makes life worth living. It is also a good time to go out or get down to 
finding such things. On the other hand, what happens is that the level and quality of romantic or 
social involvement in your life is now apparent and intensified.  
The effect can therefore be anything from having a really good time to feeling in need of having a 
good time, from looking good to feeling how uphill it is trying to look good, from experiencing 
love and life as sweet and fulfilling to feeling that everything is superficial and of little value.  
A purchase can be just what you wanted or turn out later to be an indulgent waste of money. In 
the end, Venus is about finding love, beauty and value in whatever circumstances you are in, and 
not fretting after something that is missing or wanting. Stop wanting and start having; stop 
craving and start giving. And beauty is only skin-deep if that is only as far as you look!

 
 
From about: 20 June 2009 to about: 22 June 2009

Transiting f y your natal K
Key Phrases: The Electricity Of Love - Unusual Attractions - Unexpected Pleasure 
There is a sparkle to sexual, social or creative activities. A certain type of freeness pervades your 
involvements that can give rise to new forms of pleasure of expression, exciting contacts and 
new groups of people. This is a good time to get out and experiment with life and society to see 
what it has on offer. Gatherings go with a swing, people show their more original or quirky sides.

 
 
From about: 20 June 2009 to about: 22 June 2009

Transiting gq your natal a
Hot!
Keyphrases: Stimulating or Challenging your Ego - High Energy - Anger or Drive  
Finding a suitable and effective outlet for your energies is the main issue at present. This 
probably means expressing yourself physically as well as mentally. So if there is something you 
have to do that needs a definite degree of forcefulness, then now is the time to go for it. But this 
is also a time when you can arouse or be aroused to anger or arrogance. This could be just right 
for clearing the air or making a breakthrough, but watch out for over-reactions, for they could 
lead to damage. This is a 'hot' period, and can set things off easily. It is up to you whether it is 
for good or ill.

 
 
From about: 20 June 2009 to about: 22 June 2009
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Transiting gy your natal K
Keyphrases: Acting Intuitively - Refreshing Influences - Who Dares Wins  
This is an excellent time for 'unusual acts'. These are doing something that you would not 
normally do for fear of rocking the boat, embarrassment, etc. The effect of such an act can be 
astounding, for in time it may be seen that such intuitive spontaneity has opened up a pathway 
into the future that could not have happened otherwise. So you are more likely to act on a whim, 
or take more of a risk, than you would as a rule.

 
 
From about: 20 June 2009 to about: 22 June 2009

Transiting de your natal s
Key Phrases: Contacting Feelings - Easy Conversation - Interest and Sympathy 
Things are more likely to fall into place now because you have a greater than usual sense of give 
and take. You talk but also listen, or vice versa. Enquiry is met with relevant response. Allowed to 
run on like this, this period can become very stimulating and informative, both emotionally and 
intellectually. Any intercommunications, personal or business, are highlighted at this time.

 
 
From about: 22 June 2009 to about: 23 June 2009

Transiting d y your natal f
Keyphrases: Loving Words - Artistic Expression - The Art of Diplomacy  
You know what pleases now - be it for yourself or someone else. At the same time, you know 
what does not please! All this gives you a good sense of what appeals or sells, so this is an 
excellent time for putting together anything that you want to go down well. Art, public relations, 
discussion, performing, charm and amusement - these are some of the things the positive 
expression or experience of which are at your fingertips right now. If you wish to make known 
what is on your mind in an appreciable or agreeable way, do it now.

 
 
From about: 25 June 2009 to about: 25 June 2009
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Transiting f r your natal ;
Keyp Phrases: Deep or Obsessive Love - Powerful Attraction - Sexual Guilt 
You find you feel deeply for someone or something, or that you want to, or that you cannot get 
someone or something out of your system. In any event, you are experiencing the depth and 
power of love or attraction - and what you do with it is down to your deepest values. Such a 
feeling can actually turn up as someone who you feel strongly drawn to. It may or may not be 
mutual, it all depends upon that deeper state of your emotional being - is it attracting or 
repelling.  
There is this 'Beauty and the Beast' quality to this influence, in that you could experience one of 
both of these extremes, with someone else on the other end, so to speak. The gulf between what 
is regarded as appealing and presentable as against what usually has to hide its face, feel anti-
social, is a possibility now.  
The trick is to go deep but not too deep, to appreciate face values, but not regard them as the 
entire picture. Be on guard against being manipulated - value yourself above all else - or of 
manipulating someone yourself, for you would only entrench yourself or get more than you 
bargained for. Possessiveness and jealousy can rear their heads now, which has something to do 
with being more in touch what does and does not constitute genuine love. Handled right, you can 
get the best of both worlds: intense pleasure, deep feelings, and profound love.

 
 
From about: 25 June 2009 to about: 27 June 2009

Transiting gr your natal ;
Hot and Heavy!  
Keyphrases: Triggering Fate - Stimulating Powerful Urges  
This can spark off things that have a long-lasting effect. This is because you feel strongly about 
anything that is currently happening to you, and so you are liable to act upon it. For example, 
this could involve a sexual encounter that has a deep effect upon you, or an intense meeting or 
conflict with someone, or anything that really gets to you - possibly in an obsessive way. Your 
'gun' is 'loaded' right now, so be careful where you point it. Stay away from any areas that are 
potentially violent or dangerous. Using this sense of power that you currently feel, can be very 
effective if used wisely, or quite damaging if used in a mean, manipulative or unaware fashion. 

 
 
From about: 27 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009

Transiting d y your natal ;
Keyphrases: Sleuthing It - Powerful Words and Thoughts - Deep Study  
If you have a job to do that requires your undivided attention, do it now. Not only is your mind 
on relatively good form, and can work into the night, you are also in the frame of mind where 
you can repel any interference powerfully, even ruthlessly if need be. You know that you have to 
see whatever it is through, no matter what.

 
 
From about: 28 June 2009 to about: 29 June 2009
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Transiting de your natal j
Key Phrases: Getting Down To It - Efficient Thinking and Speaking - Officialdom  
Now you can do with relative ease those boring tasks that you may usually put off. Mental 
discipline comes more naturally to you now, and people in authority, like bosses or officials, can 
be dealt with more effectively - they themselves will also seem more amenable or efficient. Any 
kind of work, study or communication is highlighted now, but more so the practical rather 
creative type. You find it easier, and more immediately satisfying, to get your affairs in order. 
Things fall into place, especially if you do, or have done, the groundwork.

 
 
From about: 29 June 2009 to about: 29 June 2009

Transiting de your natal l
Key Phrases: The Inspired Mind - Mystical or Psychic Attunement  
If you have been after an answer or inspiration from out of the ether, this is the time you are 
very likely to receive it. This does not mean to say that it will come whatever you are doing. It 
may, but it would be better to be focused upon the issue of your concern, then - magic! Doing 
anything of a creative, therapeutic or entertaining nature is profitable or advisable at this time. 
Any experience involving the natural or spirit world is good 'medicine' right now - it may even 
come to you unbidden.

 
 
From about: 29 June 2009 to about: 29 June 2009

Transiting f e your natal +
Keyphrases: All The World Loves A Lover - Attracting Status - Finding Favour 
This is a mild influence that should help you to use your skills to blend your working and private 
life, to get one to serve the other. Any artistic or creative flair or project can now gain support 
from both official and personal spheres.

 
 
From about: 30 June 2009 to about: 30 June 2009
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Soul Guide for Tony Blair

Sign Keyword Ruling Planet   Modality Element 

Aries 1 I Am Mars g Cardinal Fire  
Taurus 2 I Have Venus f Fixed Earth
Gemini 3 I Think Mercury d Mutable Air
Cancer 4 I Feel Moon s Cardinal Water
Leo 5 I Will Sun a Fixed Fire  
Virgo 6 I Examine Mercury d Mutable Earth
Libra 7 I complement Venus f Cardinal Air
Scorpio 8 I Desire Pluto ; Fixed Water
Sagittarius 9 I Seek Jupiter h Mutable Fire  
Capricorn 0 I Use Saturn j Cardinal Earth
Aquarius - I Know Uranus K Fixed Air
Pisces = I Believe Neptune l Mutable Water
Harmonious Aspect     Challenging Aspect Point 

Conjunction   q 0°     Opposition w 180° Ascendant _ Persona 
Trine   e 120°     Quincunx u 150° Midheaven + Image 
Sextile   y 60°     Sesquiquadrate o 135° North Node . Growth 
Semisextile   t 30°     Square r 90° South Node / Experience 

    Semisquare i 45° Chiron c Healing 
Planet Rulership Element 

Sun a Self Expression Air Thought 
Moon s Emotion Fire Life Energy 
Mercury d Perception Water Emotions 
Venus f Attraction Earth Physical 
Mars g Assertion 
Jupiter h Expansion Modality
Saturn j Limitation 
Uranus K Individualism Cardinal Creative 
Neptune l Compassion Mutable Adaptable 
Pluto ; Compulsion Fixed Persistent 

House Rules House Rules 
1st  Personality mask 7th Relationships 
2nd  Material security 8th Ability to deal with life 
3rd Intellectual ability 9th Philosophical beliefs 
4th Emotional security 10th Personal status 
5th Enjoyment of life 11th Social life 
6th Responsibilities 12th Secret dreams 
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